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YB #1. The 420km diameter Barrambie Giant Ring Structure as 
observed in the Yilgarn geological data. Archaean Superplume or 
Impact Structure? 
Summary 

This paper is the first in a series that will document the Barrambie giant ring structure 

(GRS) in the Yilgarn Craton as observed in various geoscientific data.  

The centre of the Barrambie giant ring structure (GRS) is located at 27˚ 40’S and 

119˚09’E about 70 km NNW of Sandstone. 

The Barrambie giant ring structure cuts across all regional geology and there is no large-

scale evidence that it is a product of the regional geology. 

Residual gravity highlights near surface greenstones that follow sections of the 

Barrambie rings suggesting that they were intruded along these rings.  

Barrambie GRS can be observed in the surficial geology and radiometric data. These 

rings correlate with the gravity rings. 

The overprinting relationships of the Barrambie GRS suggests that it is younger than 

both Malgar and Watchorn GRSs but is older than 2.9 Ga. However, the rings are more 

geologically disturbed (and harder to observe) than the rings of Watchorn, Norseman, Cauden 

and Plumridge. This may be because the NW Yilgarn is the oldest area, has had more surface 

greenstone crust eroded and thus undergone more prolonged deformation and metamorphism. 

The Waroonga Fault system (the eastern Wiluna to Agnew ring) has been studied to 

understand the origin of the Barrambie GRS. This fault system has the bowl shape associated 

with an impact structure which is different from the inverted bowl shape structures which 

form over a superplume or other magmatic upwellings.  

Introduction 

This paper is the first in a series that will document the Barrambie giant ring structure 

(GRS) in the Yilgarn Craton as observed in various geoscientific data.  

As these GRS have not been described by other authors I have included all of my papers 

in the references. 

Archaean GRS have not been the subject of any major research studies in the Yilgarn 

– or the world. Tim O’Driscoll is one of the few researchers that had given serious attention to 

these easily observed features (Figure 1 - O’Driscoll and Campbell 1997). Once the technique 

of defining the structure has been mastered the problem it is not the inability to find GRS but 

to sort out the characteristics and relative age of the large number of GRSs observed. 
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Figure 1. Tim O’Driscoll’s Cue and Kookynie ring structures location and dimensions.  

Between the 1950s – 1990s O’Driscoll researched Trans-Lithospheric linears (as they are 

now designated), earth-scale spiral structures (Tethyn twist structures) and also giant ring 

structures and their relationship to mineralisation. O’Driscoll published papers on these 

features but because of exploration targeting confidentiality the papers were deliberately 

sketchy in detail and resulted in considerable controversy – which continues to this day. Why 

this controversy still exists is interesting as the above type structures have been verified 

worldwide (but renamed), are easily seen and can be observed in the surface geology. 

This ongoing controversy has resulted in a lack of published papers on Archaean giant 

ring structures and also in the methodology for finding and researching them in geological data, 

remote sensing data and on the ground.  

Recommended background reading 

To alleviate this lack of research publications a series of papers on Yilgarn GRS are 

being published on geotreks.com.au and although not expressly peer reviewed they are the end 

product of 20 years geoscientific research into giant ring structures by the author who is well 

qualified to undertake this research. The objective is to get the information on Yilgarn GRS 

available to the generl geoscientist so that a well-informed debate can proceed. 

The following is a list of those so far published on geotreks.com.au (Cauden; Watchorn 

YC #1 – 3, 2017, Malgar; Watchorn YM #1, 2017, Norseman; Watchorn YN #1 – 2, 2017) 

Watchorn; Watchorn YN # 1 – 4, 2017, and Yamarna; Watchorn YY # 1 – 4, 2017). 

These papers are deliberately written in colloquial language for access to as many 

people as possible. There is a summary and conclusions beneath each figure so the paper can 

be skim read and easily assimilated so that the overall research completed to date can be quickly 

examined and critiqued. I appreciate comments (good, bad or indifferent) so please comment 

using the comments box on the webpage at the end of each paper. There has been much interest 

in the papers. The papers have had over 36,000 visits in the last 6 months which is a 

considerable number for a small geoscience site.  
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Each of these papers forms part of the overall research and if read in isolation will only 

illuminate a small aspect of their wide-ranging scope which includes exploration targeting. One 

can only hope that the savvier explorers are starting to put some of these principles into practise. 

The methodology for enhancing, identifying and researching Archaean giant ring structures are 

described throughout the papers. A paper pulling together all this methodology will be written 

when the papers are essentially completed.  

It is advisable to skim read these following papers before reading this latest paper. 

Watchorn, R.B. 2013. Examination of impact structures in the Yilgarn, Western 

Australia: ASEG Preview 166, 35. http://www.publish.csiro.au/pv/pdf/PVv2013n166p35 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #1. The 370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure as 

observed in the Yilgarn geological surficial data. Does it represent an Archaean Superplume or 

Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-

giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #2, Aeromagnetics Highlight the Median Rings in in the 

370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure. Why do they line up with the major mines? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-

rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-

major-mines/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #3. Geology, Gravity, Mineralisation and Exploration 

Targeting of the 370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure. Is this one of the world’s largest 

meteorite impacts?   https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-

mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-

worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017 YM #1, 2017. The 250km diameter Malgar Giant Ring Structure 

as observed in the Yilgarn geological data. Is it an Archaean Superplume or Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-

diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YN #1. Norseman, an unreported 700 km diameter giant ring 

structure defined by radiometrics.  Real or imaginary? Is a revision of Yilgarn Craton geology 

and exploration fundamentals required? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-

imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/ 

Watchorn, R, B. 2017. YN #2. The 700 km diameter Norseman giant ring structure is now defined 

by Landsat.  Formulating new parameters for Yilgarn exploration. Discovering the Yilgarn’s deep design? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-

landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #1.  Archaean meteorite impacts in Western Australia – real 

or imagined? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-

impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #2 Leonora Ring – a circular pop-out structure? Discovery 

of a New Giant Ring Structure – real or imaginary? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-

imaginary/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #3. Leonora Ring correlation of Landsat, magnetics and 

gravity data. An Enigma being resolved?  https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/ 

Watchorn, R., B., 2017 YW #4 Watchorn giant ring structure, correlation of the 

Landsat, Gravity and TMI Magnetic rings. Meteorite Impact structure? 

http://www.publish.csiro.au/pv/pdf/PVv2013n166p35
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/
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https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-

gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY #1 Giant ring structures and gold in the Far Eastern Yilgarn. 

Meteorite impacts?  https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-

structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY # 2 Yamarna giant ring cluster.  Comparison of the 

radiometric and Landsat Giant Ring Structures. Independent coincident evidence of Yamarna 

GRS existence? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-

cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY #3 Plumridge giant ring structure. Preliminary Investigation 

of the Exploration Potential using radiometrics. Where and what was the gold source? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-

preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-

was-the-gold-source/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY # 4 Correlation of Plumridge Giant-Ring-Structure with Seismic 

Traverse 12 GA T1. Understanding the 3D Structure of Giant Ring Structures and their 

Associated Mineralisation. https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-

giant-ring-structure-3d-research/ . 

 

The location and basic statistics for the Yilgarn GRS so far found are in Figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2. Yilgarn giant ring structure location and dimensions. 

 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/
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Relationship of interpreted geology of Yilgarn Craton with Barrambie giant ring 

structure.   

 
Figure 3. Barrambie relationship to Yilgarn geology with terrane boundaries (Cassidy 2004 

p4).  

There is no evidence that the Barrambie GRS (B) is a product of the regional mapped 

geology. The above geology plan shows however that there is an increased frequency of 

greenstone intrusions along the western and eastern ring boundaries (1 and 2) and a semicircle 

of greenstones around the eastern half of the Barrambie GRS ring centre (B). The north and 

south quadrants have granites and gniesses and are not clearly observed in the geology. 

This is geologically similar to the Malgar GRS (M) (Watchorn YM #1 – 3) where there 

are increased greenstones on the eastern outer gravity ring (Menzies – Paddington) and the 

western Southern Cross ring. Increased late granitic intrusives follow the outside of the western 

outer gravity ring. Increased greenstones surround the west  the Malgar GRS centre at M. The 

oldest of these intruded greenstones is >3 Ga and thus the GRS are older than that age. 
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Relationship of surficial geology of Yilgarn Craton with Barrambie giant ring structure.   

 

Figure 4. Yilgarn surficial geology 1 km2 pixels (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 69) showing giant 

(up to 800km diameter) ring features in the raw geology data.  

NB. With all of the figures of images in these papers the details of features may only 

be visible if the image is enlarged. In most cases the figure images are of 300 dpi quality to 

enable enlargement to 400%. However, the rings are sometimes clearer when viewed from 

further away, hence the use of insets. 

Each 1 km2 pixel is given the colour of the predominant rock or soil type within the 

area with no interpretation. The Cauden and Barrambie GRS are clearer in the small inset. They 

look like John Lennon spectacles! This is often the case as the smaller circles are easier to see 

and the eye is not distracted by competing data. These two GRS are the last formed that have 

greenstone intruded up the rings.  

There are other GRS including Norseman, Boondi and O’Driscoll that do not appear to 

have late greenstone intrusives along the rings and are thus most likely later and not easily seen 
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in the geology. The later GRS are seen most clearly in the Palaeochannel system because of 

glacial over-deepening during the Permian (de Broekert and Sandiford 2005). The later GRS’s 

more recent (post metamorphism) fracture systems would be better preserved and thus more 

easily eroded. 

 

 
Figure 5. Relationship of Barrambie GRS to surficial geology (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 69). 

This image has had contrast/brightness/sharpness enhancement applied to highlight 

similar features and patterns. 

Barrambie centre (B) has poor correlation in the raw surficial geology data.  

The inner and outer Western, SW and Eastern arcs of the Barrambie GRS are visible. 

The eastern Wiluna-Agnew (W to A) and western Meekatharra-Mt Magnet (E to M) arcs of 

Barrambie have diameters of 350 and 420 km) and correlate well with the near surface 

greenstone belt geology and are more clearly observed in this image.  

The good correlation of the southern Youanmi-Forrest arc (F) with the projected eastern 

and western arcs is more difficult to explain as this arc is only evident in the surficial geology 

and the radiometrics data. The Lake Noondie Palaeochannel (south of Sandstone, S in figure 

5) follows just north of this arc and Cashmere Downs and Mt Forrest greenstone belts terminate 
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on the arc from the SE. The Windimurra layered intrusive and Youanmi greenstone belt (Y) 

terminate on the north side of this arc. Perhaps this southern arc consists of later intrusive 

granites which show up in the surficial geology and radiometrics (as different colours) but not 

in gravity or magnetic data because of the similar properties of the surrounding rock? These 

assumptions will be investigated more closely by examining the local geology data and with 

field study. 

The eastern and western arcs, if they represent the same ring, appear to have been 

separated (pushed apart) by approximately 30km (between E and W in figure 5), This 

corresponds to the NNW trending boundary of the Southern cross terrane and the Kalgoorlie 

terrane (see geology plan Figure 3, Cassidy, 2004 page 4).  

The following two figures have had pattern recognition and wet look software 

enhancement applied. 
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Figure 6. Relationship of Barrambie GRS to surficial geology (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 69), 
uninterpreted with pattern recognition and wet look software enhancement. Note that these rings (and 

the 3-4 other GRS that become visible) are more easily seen at this small scale. 

 

 
Figure 7. Relationship of Barrambie GRS to surficial geology (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 69), 

interpreted with pattern recognition and wet look software enhancement. 
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Barrambie radiometrics.  

 

Figure 8. Radiometrics of the Barrambie giant ring structure. 

 The most prominent feature of the radiometrics image of the Barrambie GRS is the high 

radiometrics (white) signature extending from the NE at Wiluna (W) through Meekatharra (E) 

in the NW through Cue (C) in the west to Mount Magnet (M) in the SW. The eastern half of 

the ring from Wiluna (W) to Agnew (A) has scattered high (white) radiometrics along the ring. 

White radiometrics suggest higher than background radioactive fluids or lithologies along the 

ring. The southern quadrant follows Lake Noondie palaeochannel which is anomalous in 

uranium (blue). 
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Figure 9. Possible farfield effects of Barrambie giant ring structure observed in radiometrics. 

 There are sections of radiometric rings outside the above mentioned outer ring. 

The southernmost ring follows Lake Barlee palaeochannel. The GRS are observed in the 

Palaeochannel system because of glacial over-deepening of their ring following fracture 

systems during the Permian (de Broekert and Sandiford 2005). The other rings follow 

radiometric colour changes. 
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Relationship to Residual Gravity  

 

Figure 10. Barrambie residual gravity uninterpreted.  

Residual gravity highlights near surface, heavier rock - the later greenstones. It will not 

highlight lithologies of similar densities such as later granites intruding earlier gneisses. The 

centre of Barrambie GRS is at B. It is suggested that greenstone belts 1 and 2 form the inner 

ring of the outer set of rings of the Barrambie GRS. They are 320 KM in diameter suggesting 

that Barrambie is much larger and is the largest GRS seen in the Yilgarn.  
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Figure 11. Interpreted Nearfield Gravity of the Barrambie giant ring structure.  

Residual gravity highlights near surface, heavier rock - the later greenstones. The 

greenstones follow sections of the Barrambie rings (especially the inner greenstone yellow arcs 

1, and 2) suggesting that they were intruded along these rings.  

If the Mt Magnet (1) and Wiluna (2) greenstone belts are related to the Barrambie GRS 

then that would suggest that Barrambie GRS is older than 3 Ga, the age of the older lithologies 

in the Mt Magnet-Meekatharra arc. 

If the original GRS was circular then the NNE elongation of the western Mt Magnet- 

Meekatharra greenstone belt system (1) may suggest more post GRS formation tectonic 

movement in the west side than the east as a result of this older age. 

The following figure is of possible farfield geological effects of the Barrambie GRS. 
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Figure 12. Farfield Gravity of the Barrambie giant ring structure with superimposed surficial 

geology (black) and radiometric interpretations (white). 

The centre of the Barrambie GRS is at B. The NS rings (2 and 3) and NNE trending 

Barrambie eastern greenstone arcs (rings 4 - 6) overprint the NNW trending greenstone belts. 

The 420 km diameter ring 3 passes through Jundee goldmine (J) down through Bronzewing 

goldmine (Br). The interplay between these NS and NNE trending Barrambie rings 3-6 and the 

NNW trending regional greenstones belts should form domal structures and thus are of 

exploration interest. 

Empirical observation. The Eastern half of the Barrambie GRS (rings 2 to 10) appears 

to have been pulled apart in relation to the western half. This movement is similar to that 

observed in the Cauden GRS (Watchorn YC #1 2017 figure 3 and page 10). The zone of 

movement corresponds to the a zone west of the Youanmi and Eastern Goldfields Terrane 

boundary. This boundary zone is about 50 km wide and extends from X-Y-Z. It is unusual in 

that it is the only zone that has no near surface greenstones showing in the gravity data right 

from the north to the south of the Yilgarn Craton. Further south it corresponds to the break in 

the Albany Fraser Orogen. 
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The Eastern inner Wiluna Agnew greenstone belt follows the Waroonga Fault system 

(Blewett and Hitchman, 2006, p 211) from Wiluna to Agnew.  

 
Figure 13 Waroonga Fault system (from Blewett and Hitchman, 2006, p 211) has been studied 

to understand the origin of the Barrambie GRS (centre at B) eastern Wiluna to Agnew ring 

(ring 2 in figure 12).  

This fault system (Wiluna through Agnew) has the bowl shape associated with an impact 

structure which is different from the shape associated with the inverted bowl shape that forms 

over a superplume, or other magmatic upwellings (Schubert et al 2003), which may have 

formed the Barrambie GRS. The Leinster/Mt Magnet (10GA YU 2) seismic section will be 

studied to ascertain the overall structure through the southern half of the of the Barrambie 

GRS. 
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Relationship to Yarrabubba impact structure  

 

 

Figure14. Yarrabubba impact Structure is located at 27°07′48″S 118°46′48″E (Macdonald et 

al, 2003) about 40 km NW of Barrambie GRS centre. 

Was Barrambie caused by the Yarrabubba meteor impact? This is unlikely for the 

following reasons. Yarrabubba impact structure has a central area of demagnetised gneisses of 

only approximately 20 km diameter with no concentric rings formed apart from a 2.5 km 

diameter, poorly formed central high.  

It is suggested Yarrabubba postdates the formation of the Gabanintha greenstone belt 

(2 in figure 12) which was intruded from 2.72 Ga(?) The Yarrabubba impact structure 

overprints the local granites. D. R. Nelson 1999 revealed two populations of xenocrystic 

zircons in the nearby Barlangi Granophyre, which yielded ages of 2689+7 and 2647+11 Ma 

(Pirajno 2005).  

 The metamorphic homogenisation overprint associated with the impact also postdates 

the regional metamorphism which finished at 2.72 Ga (Goscombe, et al, 2009).  

The Proterozoic dykes, of 2.47 Ga age in the south Yilgarn but much younger in the 

northern Yilgarn, cut the impact structure giving a minimum age. The very localised, but 
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strong, structure suggests the age is closer to the age of the dykes and is not the base of a large 

much earlier deeply eroded structure such as Barrambie.  

This assumption may be correct as shown by the dating of the pseudotachylite formed 

during the impact. 

 In situ ultraviolet laser Ar –Ar dating was undertaken on one pseudotachylite sample 

that had been altered to sericite (Appendix 1). A weighted mean of the seven youngest ages 

yielded an Ar –Ar age of 1134+26 Ma (95% confidence), and this is taken as the best estimate 

of the age of the Yarrabubba impact. However, the Ar –Ar pseudotachylite age may possibly 

reflect a younger resetting or partial resetting age, as a result of the alteration of the original 

pseudotachylite material to sericite, or a later thermal event (Pirajno 2005).  

 

Relationship of Yilgarn Craton Geology of Yilgarn Craton with Barrambie, Malgar, 

Cauden, Watchorn,  Yamarna and Norseman giant ring structures.   

 
Figure 15. Interpreted geology (from Blewett and Hitchman 2006) with superimposed 

Barrambie (A and C), Malgar (B), Cauden (C), Watchorn (D), Yamarna (E) and Norseman (F) 

giant ring structures. Enlarge to see detail of each inset. 

Inset A. Barrambie centre on magnetic data (Watchorn YB #1, 2017).  

Inset B. Malgar centre magnetics (Watchorn YM #1, 2017) 

Inset C. Cauden and Barrambie on surficial geology data (Watchorn YC #1, 2017 and 

Watchorn YB #1, 2017). 

Inset D. Watchorn centre on Landsat data (Watchorn YW #1, 2017). 

Inset E.  Yamarna on Radiometric data (Watchorn YY #1, 2017). 
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Inset F. Norseman on radiometric data (Watchorn YN #1, 2017). 

The giant ring structures dwarf the regional geology and cut across all geology and 

terranes. 

None of the GRS are perfectly circular but, even though distorted, they maintain an 

approximate concentric ring structure geometry while crosscutting all Yilgarn terranes. This 

suggests that the lower crust of the entire Yilgarn had already cratonised before they formed. 

This also implies that these giant ring structures developed independently of the normal 

geological processes that formed the upper crust of the Yilgarn craton.  

It is suggested that they occurred before the upper crust formed and the deep mantle 

tapping ring structures were still active through the upper crust because of their great size and 

depth. By this method circular structures can through the upper crust to the current surface but 

have no evidence of shock structures on the rings. This is a similar method by which Trans-

lithospheric structures propagate through later crust (Hronsky 2013). 

There have been no shock structures or rocks found associated with the Yilgarn GRS 

with the possible exception of the brecciated rock containing shockmetamorphic breccia clasts 

in ELV 071 (Glikson et al 2016). The age and provenance of the host rock is under active 

discussion. This shockmetamorphic breccia is located on the median Leonora ring of the 

Watchorn GRS. 

Further research 

1. Research into the 3D morphology of Barrambie and Watchorn GRSs by the study of 

the Leinster/Mt Magnet (10GA YU 2) and Windimurra/Narryer (10GA YU) seismic 

traverses. 

2.  Research into the relationship of mineralisation and the interplay of the Barrambie and 

Watchorn GRSs.  
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